
Members Liaison Committee 
 

Meeting 2nd March 2019 
7.00pm in the Clubhouse 

 
1. Apologies 
Martin Andrews, Duncan Thomson, Evlyn Raistrick Hector MacLean 
 
2. Course 
DS gave an update on the course and started off by reporting there had been two senior members of 
the greens staff off work ill over the last number of months. DS said that he was happy to say that 
both staff members were back to work and that any backlog of jobs to be completed would now be 
tackled. DS went on to report that the course had faired well over the winter months the good 
weather had meant the course was relatively dry but the weather also meant an increase in play and 
therefor slightly more wear and tear. 
 
Fertiliser and treatments were all in stock ready to be used as and when the weather allowed and DS 
felt the course was in good shape for the start of the season. All commented that the course was in 
good condition for the time of year. 
 
DS said that MA was going to try to discuss with the owner of the house at the 17th Green the 
possibility of trimming or removing some of the trees at the back of the green this would allow the 
green to perform better. Until any tree removal happens the greens staff would prepare a more 
useful and better temporary green through this season so this can provide a more meaningful 
surface to play to. 
 
DS reminded the group of the procedure followed in the event of the course being closed and asked 
if there was a better way to deal with this. DS suggested a group text system or if any of the social 
media channels were better. There was a brief discussion on communication in the end all felt for 
the moment the procedure in place was sufficient but it was requested that slightly more 
information be put online e.g. date, south links condition and if there is a review through the day. DS 
said this would be easily done. 
 
DS also reported that concrete tee blocks were being installed on the south links, in most cases 
much further back than the grass tee, this would allow for a longer more meaningful course. It is 
hoped that more people “play” the course as just that rather than take a lot of balls down to 
practice. There had been reports of large amounts of divots and also pitch marks.  
 
IC asked if the ideas to look at the Capillary Concrete bunker bases had been shelved, DS said that 
green staff were going to try (as recommended by our agronomist) to pack and shape the bases with 
soil. DS confirmed that 200 tonnes of soil was in storage and ready to go into some of the bunkers 
that had been worked on. The club would keep the concrete option on hold just now. 
 
2. Clubhouse 
DS mentioned that there had already been some maintenance work carried out around the building 
with ventilation cleaning, PAT testing, Emergency lighting and some painting etc. DS reported that 
the sensors controlling the underfloor heating were faulty and engineers had finally found the 
problem. Work is to be carried out on the system so that each area of the club can run at a suitable 
temperature. 
 



DS mentioned that a bell had been re-introduced at the members bar and that staff were aware to 
pay attention to the bar area if on the floor so that members and public can be served efficiently. 
 
 
3. Events and Handicaps 
DS distributed the fixture card for 2019 and briefly went over the years events. CL brought up the 
issue of entries to shotgun events, a full member had spoken to him as he had not managed to get a 
game in the Christmas Shotgun and asked the MLC to consider if full members should be given some 
form of priority to enter the event. There was a discussion on the merits of this and the group 
decided to allow a 72 hour advance booking window for all full and Life members before the event 
was opened up to the winder membership. NOTE subsequent emails to the group have allowed the 
original rules to stand for the April Shotgun and a further discussion to take place on the exact rules 
relating to event entry. 
 
GM asked that consideration be given to the formats of the various shotguns to help vary the 
winners of the events. 
 
DS said that the world handicapping system would come into effect in 2020 and there were some 
seminars coming up so that club managers/secretaries and convenors could learn about the new 
system. DS would keep the MLC and the wider membership updated on the system as the rollout 
gets nearer.  
 
5. AOCB 
DS gave a brief update of the subscription renewal, there had only been a few resignations to date 
but as the subscription emails had only been sent out it was too early to gauge how it would go. 
 
DS confirmed that an email would be going out very soon in regards to members helping at the 
various golf events in the area this year, Scottish Open, Scottish Ladies Open and Scottish Seniors 
Open. 
 
DS informed the group that Kilspindie GC members would be allowed, on a trial basis, to use the 
driving range at Craigielaw from the 1st April. KGC lost their practice ground when Craigielaw was 
built and there has been interest in the last few years to allow the members of KGC to access the 
range. DS asked for comments through the trial. 
 
Date of Next Meeting Friday 14th June 7.00pm  
 
Meeting closed. 
 
 
 

 
 


